A New Frequency Standard
and Time Interval Generator
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HE problem of measuring frequeziaes and of standardizingfrequencymeasuring equipment confronts nearly
every present-day electronics and communications laboratory. It is common
practice to solve this problem with the
use of a frequency standard. In the past
primary standards-those checked
against time-and secondary standards
-those checked against a primary standard-have both been used relatively

widely. However, the reliability and
convenience of standardizing with the
Bureau of Standards transmissions from
Station WWV have resulted in the almost exclusive current use of secondary
frequency standards as the principal
laboratory source of accurate frequencies. It is desirable that the secondary
standard in use be as versatile as possible
in addition to being accurate and relatively inexpensive.
T H E Model lOOD Secondary Fre-
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Figure 1. Model loOD Low Frequency Stmdard.
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quency Standard shown in F i g
ure 1 has been developed with the
above general requirements in mind.
This standard generates five sinusoidal standard frequencies: 100 kc,
10 kc, 1 kc, 100 cps, and 10 cps. The
equipment also generates rectangular waves at all the above repetition
rates except 100 kc. Harmonics as
high as five megacycles Can be obtained from these rectangular waves
for measurement purposes. In addition to the sinusoidal and rectangular voltages, the standard generates
marker pips at 100-microsecond intervals. A self-contained oscilloscope
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of lOOD Circzrit.

further contributes to the convenience with which external frequencies can be measured.
CIRCUIT DWCRlPTlON

The circuit is shown in block form
in Figure 2. A crystal-controlled oscillator operating at 100 kc controls
the stability of all frequencies generated by the instrument. The frequencies of 10 kc, 1 kc, 100 cps, and
10 cps are obtained from four 10:1
cascaded ftequency dividers which
are driven by the 100 kc precision
oscillator.
Each divider operates its own isolating amplifier so that all sine waves
and rectangular waves generated by
the instrument are independently
available for externai use. The output of the divider circuits and of the
precision oscillator are applied to
the self-contained oscilloscope to
permit the measurement of external
frequencies by means of Lissaious
figures.

the crystal drift and activity are carefully observed and recorded. Housing for the crystal is a double-chamber oven, temperature-controlled by
a mercury thermostat having a differential of one-tenth degree Centigrade. Control of the oven and stability of the crystal are such that an
overall accuracy within approximately two parts per million is provided over an interval of one week.
Tube V3 in Figure 3 is the actual
frequency divider, operating as a
controlled one-shot multivibrator.
The time constants of the circuit are
adjusted so that the circuit is triggered by every tenth cycle of the oscillator.
Assuming for a moment that the
oscillator is not operating, the operation of the circuit can be described
as follows: In a quiescent state tube
V3 operates in such a manner that
the plate is at a higher voltage than
the screen grid but draws no current.
This is explained by the fact that the
suppressor grid is sdkiently negative with respect to the cathode to
cut off the plate current. Therefore,
the screen grid acts as a plate for the
space Current. The control grid is at
cathode potential and is thus drawing heavy current. The cathode of
diode V2 is connected to a higher dc
voltage than its plate so that V2 is an
open circuit to positive voltages and
to small negative voltages applied to
its cathode.
When the oscillator is operating,
the negative portion of the oscillator
B*

output is large enough to activate
diode V2 and trigger a multivibrator
action in V3: The negative voltage
is passed from the plate of V3 to the
control grid through C1. The negative control grid reduces the space
current, causing the screen voltage to
rise and the cathode voltage to fall.
This action reduces the suppressor
bias with respect to the cathode suaciently that current passes through
the suppressor grid to the plate. The
plate voltage therefore drops rapidly, reinforcing the original negative
voltage on the control grid. Because
the plate voltage on V3 is now low,
the plate of V2 is at a lower voltage
than its cathode and no negative
trigger voltages can pass through
diode V2.
The circuit remains in this condition as the negative charge on the
controlgrid leaksoff through resistor
R2. As the grid voltage slowly rises,
the space current in the tube slowly
increases, causing the plate voltage
to drop somewhat more. At the same
time the cathode voltage slowly rises,
increasing the bias on the suppressor
grid. Finally, a critical point is
reached where the screen has more
attraction for the space current than
the plate.
When this criticalpoint is reached,
the second portion of the multivibrator action occurs: the screen voltage
falls rapidly and plate current ceases.
This action transfers a positive voltage to the control grid, resulting in
more space current and reinforcing
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DIVIDER

BASIC CIRCUIT

The basic oscillator with a typical
divider circuit is shown in Figure 3.
The oscillator is a modified Pierce
circuit using a very low-temperaturecoefficient crystal. The crystal itself
is stabilized by an aging period of
several months, during which time
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Figure 3A. Basic Circuit of Precision Osc$&ztor and Frequency Diuider.
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portion of the differentiatedvdtage.
The remain
dicated in the
ure 2 are c o n n d in &e
and
are driven from themctaaguh wave
at the cathode circuit of V3.
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as 210 cps the oscillaeor c11 be adj u s d to 200 cps a p h t the 100 eps
of the standard, remitirig in a
pattern on the
fi-ight
oscilloscope. By then switching the
standard 10 cps and adjusting the
oscillator the first frequency above
200 cps that results in a sinusoidal
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Figure 3B. W i e f o n n s Observed
Tube Ektrodes.
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the drop in
voltage. The circuit then becomes quiescent and is

1c

more than nine
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circuit being again ready for triggering on the tenth cycle. Thus, a frequency-dividingaction has occurred.
Waveshapes at various points in the
circuit are shown in Pigme 3(8).
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ion. The division is almost emtirely dependent
UboLf the V a k 4 €2.
* Rf.
, d R2.
The circuit is relatively insedtive
to tube
ment
of othe
1

frequency standard
by definition is normally dependent
upon a primary standard for periodic correction. However, it is desirable that any secondary standard itself have a high order of stability,
both on a short-timeand a long-time
basis. High stgbility reduces the frequency at which standardization is
red and increasesthe usefulness
nf.&e-secandacjr sfandard..Aq+A
stability curve for this standard is
shown in Figure 4.

APPLICATIONS
Low frequencies are most conveniently measured by means of Lissajous figures on an oscilloscope, and
the self-contained oscilloscope in the
standard is designed to be used for
of such measurements.
very complex L h j a u s
rable to use a largescreen external o s c i h p e .
An
QscillatorcpQb;?&
theeaseof
identitication of the more complex

transition point be-

tween low a d high frequency measurements is determined by the characteristics of the equipment at hand,
by the stability of the unknown frequency, and by the complexityof the

cies the transition point is above 6oe
megacycle.
U&ga test set-up like that
in Figme 5, high-frequen

six megacycles. A
cies an external harmonic generator
is required to increase the harmonic
content'"6€The waves generated by
the standard. In Figure 5 the unknown frequency and either the 1kc
or 10 kc recumguku-wave
the standard are connected to the receiver input, resulting in a beat note
at the teceiver output. Using the 10

S d a r d ,

5000 cps in the wwst case and can be
_ _ _ _ _ ~

vider is obtained from a
I
cuit that is connmd to
grid of V3 tpough a large isolating
UNKNOWN
FREQUENCY
resistor. This sinusoidalwave is relatively harmonic-free, having less
than 4 per cent distortion.
A h obtained from the screen circuit are marker pips. The differentiating circuit C2 and R3 differentiates the rectangular wave, while
ve
the crystal diode shorts the
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The above meaumnmt gives the

from the standard.
Depressing the panel push-button
would lowet the standard frequency
50 cycles at five megacycles, resulting in a new beat of 30 cycles which
is higher than the original beat.
However, had the unknown fm

with the five-megacycletransmission
from WWV. This station broadcasts
continuously on five megacycles and
is receivable at nearly any point in
the United States during some portion Of the day. A panel trimmer on
the equipment is used to adjust the

e
extra cost.

MODELS lOOA AND lOOB DISCONTINUED

The widely-used Models lOOA and
lOQB Low Frequency Standardshave b
discontinued and’ are replaced by the
MOdkIs loo@ and lOOD described in &e
foregoins article. The Model lOOC is an
improved version of the former lOOB
t lower than the

TU

been increased.
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The Model lOQD is a new instrument
that has been expressly designed to fulfill
the gowing requirement for a secondary
standard with a stability in the order of
one part per million and with circuits
pe~dttiingm d m m ewe and utility in
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